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bstract

In situ, line-of-sight measurements of water vapor partial pressure and temperature were performed in a gas channel on the cathode side of an
perating PEM fuel cell. Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy was employed for these measurements for which water transitions sensitive
o temperature and partial pressure were utilized. The previously demonstrated methodology for water partial pressure measurements was extended
o include temperature by including additional features of the water spectra in the data analysis. The combined technique was demonstrated
n a PEM fuel cell operating under both steady state and time-varying load conditions. For steady state operation, the water partial pressure
ncreases with increasing current density on the cathode side due to production of water by electrochemical reaction. Temperature in the gas
hase remains relatively constant since the fuel cell housing temperature is controlled externally. For unsteady operation of the fuel cell through

time varying current profile, it is found that the water partial pressure responds to the load changes rapidly and follows the current profile. The
as temperature varies in response to the dynamic loading and departures from steady state conditions become more apparent at higher fuel cell
perating temperatures.

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells generate elec-
ricity directly through two electrochemical reactions, which
ake place at the interface between a proton conductive mem-
rane and catalyst electrodes. In a PEM fuel cell, controlled
ydration of the membrane is required for proper operation.
he hydrogen and oxygen feed streams are typically hydrated

o bring water vapor into the cell, but several transport processes
re responsible for nonhomogeneous distribution of water across
he cell cross-section, including diffusion due to partial pressure
radients and electro-osmotic drag of water by protons through
he membrane [1,2]. In addition, the cathode reactions produce

ater that may condense depending on local temperature and
artial pressure. The fuel cell’s overall performance can be very
ensitive to water management since excessive water can lead to
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ooding and limit the rate of reactant transport to the electrodes
nd a reduction in water can decrease the protonic conductivity
f the membrane. Nafion©, which is the most common mem-
rane material exhibits a protonic conductivity change of an
rder of magnitude due to variation of relative humidity between
5 and 85% [3].

Similarly, the temperature of a PEM fuel cell impacts per-
ormance of the catalyst electrodes and impacts water transport
nd liquid/vapor balance. For these reasons, understanding of
he distribution of water and local temperatures within operat-
ng fuel cells is important for optimizing system operation and
esign. Accurate, fast, in situ measurements of water concentra-
ion would enable both better understanding of water transport
or improved cell design and advanced control strategies. In this
aper, we describe an optical technique for simultaneously mea-
uring water partial pressure and temperature in PEM cells based
n water absorption of laser transmission through the flow pas-

ages in the bipolar plate. This approach permits non-intrusive in
itu measurements and extends the capabilities of existing mea-
urement techniques. The measurement approach is validated
n steady state operation of a PEM cell with controlled humid-
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ty of incoming gas streams and cell temperature. The optical
easurement is then applied to the PEM cell undergoing cyclic

oading to simulate the conditions that might be present in trans-
ortation applications where instantaneous power requirements
uctuate. The measurements of water partial pressure and tem-
erature in the cathode flow passages detail the time response
f the system to transient events.

. Background

Development of tools for sensing of temperature and chem-
cal species in fuel cells is a relatively new area of research.
rior to the last 5 years, most measurements in fuel cell sys-

ems were limited to global measurements of electrical cell
erformance. Polarization curve measurements, for example,
re routinely used to track cell performance and can be com-
ined with simple models to diagnose component problems
n the cell [4]. More recent refinement of global measure-

ent techniques has permitted monitoring of flooding or dry-
ng conditions based on pressure drop across the cell [5,6],
eparation of anode and cathode contributions to cell polar-
zation based on impedance spectroscopy [7], and diagno-
is of gas diffusivities at electrodes based on rapid gas sup-
ly interruption [8]. However, these techniques are generally
imited to providing only information integrated across the
ell.

More recent developments have enabled characterization of
ocal cell conditions. The development of segmented fuel cells
nabled measurements of local electrical performance [9,10].
bservation of local chemical conditions have been made using

imple visual observations of bubble formation through win-
owed direct methanol fuel cells [11], physical probe measure-
ents using gas chromatography [12,13], and more sophisti-

ated optical approaches such as liquid water measurements via
eutron scattering [14,15], membrane hydration via X-ray scat-
ering [16], catalyst composition via X-ray absorption [17,18],
ourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy [19], and mem-
rane water content and acidity via fiber-based fluorescence
20,21].

Of the techniques available for local measurements of chem-
cal composition, most are limited by either requiring extractive
ampling as in the case of gas chromatography and FT-IR spec-
roscopy, which limits their temporal response, or by using
acilities that are not easily implemented in routine system
easurements, as in the case of neutron scattering and X-ray

bsorption. Consequently, Basu et al. [22,23] recently developed
n in situ non-intrusive method of monitoring water vapor partial
ressure in each of the gas distribution channels in the bipolar
late of a PEM fuel cell using tunable diode laser absorption
pectroscopy (TDLAS). This technique provided the first water
apor measurements without using physical probes in active
uel cells. However, the diode laser system used by Basu et
l. [22] was not able to resolve the temperature variation in the

EM fuel cell due to the temperature insensitivity of the water
bsorption profiles at the chosen laser wavelength. In the cur-
ent work, the TDLAS system has been modified by altering the
aser wavelength to access multiple water transitions with dif-
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erent temperature sensitivities, enabling simultaneous recovery
f both water vapor partial pressure and gas-phase temperature.
he improved system has sufficient temporal resolution to exam-

ne the variations in gas-phase composition and temperature in a
ingle localized flow passage of the bipolar plate during unsteady
uel cell operation. Results are reported for a fuel cell run-
ing under both steady and dynamic conditions simulating the
onuniform loading that might occur in real life transportation
pplications.

In the following sections, the theoretical and experimental
pproaches taken for water vapor concentration and temperature
easurements are first described. Results on the application of

he measurement technique to a laboratory scale PEM fuel cell
re subsequently presented.

. Experimental approach

The experimental methodology is based on that reported by
asu et al. [22]. Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy
as used to measure water vapor absorption profiles as a func-

ion of excitation wavelength. However, the laser was changed
rom the previous experiments to enable measurement of water
ransitions in a different wavelength regime. In this work, the
ber pig-tailed output of a distributed feedback (DFB) diode

aser (NEL # NLK1S5G1AA) at a wavelength of 1470 nm in
he near-IR range was split using a 2 × 2 fiber splitter. One leg
f the splitter was directly coupled to a photodiode as a refer-
nce measurement of the laser power without water absorption
I0). The output from the other leg was passed through an opti-
ally accessible PEM fuel cell using a modified bipolar plate
escribed by Basu et al. [22]. The bipolar plate had a serpentine
eometry so that long flow passages extended over the entire
uel cell width [22]. The bipolar plate contained 17 channels of
hich the third channel from the air inlet on the cathode side
as milled out to the end of the bipolar plate and fitted with
iniature collimating optics so that the laser emission could

ass through the cell. However, the diagnostic technique works
qually well for all channels and could be extended to multi-
le channel monitoring by multiplexing. In this configuration,
he total absorption path length is 7 cm. Since the measurement
echnique for determining water partial pressure is linear, the

easurement recovers the path averaged value of partial pres-
ure. With the current setup, variations along the line-of-sight
annot be determined. In previous work, these passages were
ealed with small windows at the end of the passage and the
aser was collimated externally. The alignment of this system
as tedious since the length to width ratio of the channel is

pproximately 100. For these new experiments, our previous
ipolar plate was modified by placing small collimating lenses,
oupled with the optical fibers, directly in the ends of the flow
assages, which served to both seal the flow passage and colli-
ate the laser beam. The fiber output from the laser was then

laced directly in the fuel cell improving the repeatability of

aser alignment.

The laser output was captured using an identical photodi-
de as for the reference channel and measured the attenuated
aser power through the cell including absorption from water
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup for calibration, steady state, and dynamic tests

nd non-resonant losses (I). The hydrogen and air streams fed
o the fuel cell were humidified by passing them through a tem-
erature controlled water bath to saturate the streams, as shown
n Fig. 1. Further heating of the gases, and electrical heating
ads on the fuel cell surface were used to provide independent
ontrol of gas and fuel cell temperatures and gas humidities.
he external electrical load on the fuel cell was controlled by a
cribner 890CL fuel cell test system load box. For calibration
f the new laser system, the cell was fed with heated moist air
f known relative humidity but was not fed with hydrogen or
lectrically loaded so that there was no electrochemical reaction
o alter the relative humidity of the cell. Dry to fully saturated
onditions could be achieved for temperatures from 60 to 85 ◦C,
n the range of interest for PEM fuel cells. The pressure in the
ell was atmospheric for all cases reported here.

The absorption of the laser beam passing through the gas sam-
le is related to the partial pressure, Ps (atm), of the absorbing
pecies by Beer’s law [24]:

I

I0
= exp

(
−

∫ L

0
κPs dl

)
(1)

here κ (atm−1 cm−1) is the wavelength and temperature depen-
ent absorption coefficient. The integration is performed over
he path length L of the gas sample through the bipolar plate.
he absorption coefficient displays strong peaks as a function
f wavelength due to the discrete rotational and vibrational
nergy transitions of molecular species. The absorption coef-

cient is also temperature dependent since the distribution of
ater molecules among its various energy levels and the width
f each transition depend on temperature. Theoretical predic-
ions of these variations are discussed in the next section.

o
t
v
s

erous thermocouples (TC) were used to control the humidity of the cell.

The DFB laser used here has a spectral bandwidth that is much
arrower than the molecular transitions. The laser’s wavelength
epends on both the laser temperature and the current used to
rive the diode laser. An imbedded thermoelectric cooler in the
aser and a Thorlabs TEC2000 temperature controller were used
o control the laser temperature and permit coarse tuning of the
aser wavelength over its range. However, during measurements,
he temperature was held constant. A Thorlabs LDC5000 current
ontroller was used for rapid variation of the laser wavelength
y altering the current injection into the diode laser. The laser
urrent was modulated with a 500 Hz ramp function generated
ith a data acquisition computer. This ramp modulation alters

he power as well as the wavelength of laser emission. The laser
avelength can be varied over 0.15 nm and scanned through
ater absorption features. The reference photodiode directly
onitors the laser power prior to entering the fuel cell to account

or its variation with injection current. The peak laser absorption
as typically around 2% for the conditions examined. Thus, the
ater absorption features appear as small dips in the measured

aser intensity emerging from the test cell [22]. By taking the
atio of the laser intensity before and after the test cell (I/I0),
he relative absorption is determined as a function of time. An
xample of the measured absorption spectrum for the new laser
s shown in Fig. 2.

The laser wavelength as a function of temperature and cur-
ent was calibrated using an optical spectrum analyzer. Data
rom the photodiodes were acquired at rate of 500 kHz collect-
ng 1000 samples for each current scan resulting in a scan time

f 2 ms. Typically, 500 scans were averaged to obtain absorp-
ion data, which were then processed to determine the water
apor partial pressure and temperature as described in the next
ection.
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Fig. 2. Sample spectrum measured in fuel cell using tunable diode laser absorp-
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width varies by 60% for water partial pressure variations of
0.19–0.45 atm.

Fig. 5 shows simulated normalized water spectra for the cold-
est and hottest conditions expected in the PEM fuel cell at the
ion spectroscopy. The local maximum at 6801 cm−1 is the strong water transi-
ion used for the measurements in this work.

. Spectral simulations

The experimental study reported by Basu et al. [22] showed
hat the ro-vibrational transitions available at 1491 nm, which
as the wavelength of the laser used in that study, were not suf-
ciently sensitive to temperature in the range from 60 to 90 ◦C.
he absorption intensity varied by only 10% and the spectral
idth varied by only 2.2% and did not allow extracting temper-

ture in addition to water partial pressure. Thus, for the current
ork a more exhaustive analysis of the water spectrum from
400 to 1650 nm was carried out to determine transitions that
ay be suitable for temperature measurements in the range of

nterest to PEM cells. The range of 1400–1650 nm was cho-
en since commercially available, relatively inexpensive diode
asers are manufactured in this range.

A simulation of water absorption spectra using the HITRAN
atabase [25] was executed over the range of 1400–1650 nm
t typical PEM conditions of water partial pressure equal to
.19 atm and temperatures of 60–80 ◦C. The ro-vibrational tran-
itions of water vapor were simulated using a Voigt function
onvolution with the HITRAN intensity and width data. It was
ound in our previous experiments that absorption coefficients
reater than 0.0035 cm−1 atm−1 could be accurately measured
ith direct absorption in the PEM cell. Thus, an intensity cut-
ff was introduced in the code to filter out spectral lines with
bsorption coefficients below 0.0035 cm−1 atm−1. The purpose
f this exercise was to extract absorption coefficients, which are
ccurately measurable, and to ascertain their temperature sensi-
ivity.

The simulated absorption coefficients at temperatures of 60
nd 80 ◦C were divided by one another to determine the relative
hange in absorption with temperature only at fixed partial pres-
ure. Fig. 3 illustrates these results for all transitions meeting the
hreshold absorptivity requirement at wavelengths between 1468
nd 1482 nm (a subset of the entire range examined). The tran-
ition near 1470 nm shows a 23% variation of peak absorption

oefficient with temperature, which is the greatest temperature
ensitivity of all lines examined. All the other transitions in the
avelength range of 1400–1650 nm have temperature sensitiv- F
ig. 3. Ratio of absorption coefficients at 60 and 80 ◦C vs. line center wave-
ength.

ties much less than 20%. The NEL laser (NLK1S5G1AA) was
hus selected for measurements in this region.

An experimental methodology for extracting partial pres-
ure and temperature simultaneously was developed based
n the HITRAN [25] simulations. Fig. 4 illustrates the sim-
lated absorption profiles in the range 1470.30–1470.42 nm
6800.75–6801.3 cm−1) across the temperature sensitive water
eature for a fixed temperature of 80 ◦C with different water
artial pressures. As explained by Basu et al. [22], water–water
ollisions are very effective at broadening the water absorption
rofiles (compared to water–air collisions); thus, the width of
he profile changes substantially with water partial pressure. In
act, the increase in profile width is so strong that the peak inten-
ity of the water absorption actually decreases with increasing
ater partial pressure. Since the temperature remains constant,

his halfwidth change is dominated by the Lorentzian part of
he Voigt profile, which governs collisional broadening. Consis-
ent with our previous work, a Lorentzian profile can be used
n place of the more complicated Voigt profile to describe the
rofile shape with minimal error [22]. For this transition, the
ig. 4. Simulated absorption profiles for different partial pressures at T = 80 ◦C.
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Fig. 7. Variation of Lorentzian halfwidth with partial pressure at T = 80 ◦C.
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Fig. 5. Normalized absorption profiles at 60 and 80 ◦C for Ps = 0.19 atm.

ame partial pressure of 0.19 atm. The absorption peaks vary
y about 23% for a change of temperature of 20 ◦C, but there
s less than 5% change in the profile width, which is dominated
y collisional broadening of water–water collisions as is evident
rom Fig. 5. These observations suggest that the width and inten-
ity of measured profiles can be used to extract simultaneously
ater partial pressure and temperature. This was not possible in
ur previous work since the laser wavelength available probed
temperature insensitive water transition.

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate these results in detail, where the pre-
icted profile halfwidths are shown for five separate transitions
hat are each accessible with the NEL laser acquired for these

easurements. The variation with temperature (Fig. 6) is very
mall in each case, while the variation with partial pressure
Fig. 7) is significant. Thus, a curve fit to the measured data sim-
lar to that described by Basu et al. [22] can extract the partial
ressure independent of temperature from the halfwidth. Since
he peak intensity is both a function of partial pressure and tem-
erature, knowledge of the partial pressure can then be used to
xtract the temperature from the peak intensity. Fig. 8 shows

he variation of peak absorption coefficient with temperature for
arious partial pressure conditions based on the HITRAN simu-
ations. Once the partial pressure is obtained from the halfwidth,
constant partial pressure line is chosen and the peak absorption

Fig. 6. Variation of Lorentzian halfwidth with temperature.
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ig. 8. Variation of peak absorption coefficients with temperature for different
artial pressure conditions.

oefficient is related to the temperature. The dashed lines indi-
ate the zone where the water becomes saturated at the predicted
emperature so that two-phase flow would exist in the bipolar
late. No experimental data in this zone is possible since conden-
ation inside the gas channels prevent transmission of the laser
eam. In fact, the loss of absorption signal is a good indicator of
ater condensation in the flow channel as a result of beam path
lockage. The spacing between the iso-partial pressure lines is
ufficient for an accurate determination of both temperature and
ater vapor partial pressure as demonstrated in the experimental
easurements described in this paper. Since these measurements

re based on equilibration of rotational molecular energy modes,
hich are much faster than the dynamic processes occurring

n fuel cells, this technique is applicable for steady state and
ynamic operation of the fuel cell.

. Experimental results

.1. System calibration

Measurements were first made in the fuel cell without

xternal loading or hydrogen flow to calibrate the measured
alfwidths and spectral intensities against the simulations
resented in the previous section. As established from the
ITRAN simulation, the experimental profiles are predomi-
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vapor partial pressure rises from the inlet value as more current
is drawn from the cell. As the load on the fuel cell increases,
the current and therefore the proton flux also increases. This
increased current produces more water at the cathode side and
Fig. 9. Halfwidth calibration vs. partial pressure.

ately Lorentzian and in the spectral window available with the
urrent laser, five water transitions contribute significantly to the
verall absorption shape. The data analysis procedure consists
f fitting five Lorentzian profile shapes over the experimental
ata, similar to previous curve fits in a different spectral range
26]. The line central wavelengths of the five Lorentzians were
aken from the HITRAN database and only the widths and peak
ntensities of the five Lorentzians were varied. In addition, a third
rder polynomial curve fit to the slowly varying background was
ncluded. The halfwidth and intensity of the primary transition
f interest at 6801 cm−1 was then used for further analysis. Fig. 9
hows the measured and simulated profile halfwidths for this line
ersus partial pressure. In the calibration experiments, the tem-
erature and partial pressure are known since they are externally
ontrolled. There is good agreement between the theoretical
alfwidth versus partial pressure and experimental counterpart
ithin 10% over a wide range of partial pressure values. Fig. 10
hows the measured peak intensities as a function of water par-
ial pressure and temperature, both controlled in the calibration
xperiments. The peak intensity is related to temperature lin-

Fig. 10. Calibration of peak intensities.
F
a

ources 159 (2006) 987–994

arly and separate calibration lines for each partial pressure are
ound as predicted in Fig. 8. The shift in peak intensity at a
xed temperature with variation of partial pressure is due to line
roadening as shown in Fig. 4. This calibration diagram is sub-
equently used in the active fuel cell measurements to determine
he temperature once the partial pressure of water is known from
he measurements of Fig. 9.

.2. Results from steady state fuel cell tests

Measurements of water partial pressure and temperature were
arried out on the air (cathode) side of the fuel cell. The operat-
ng temperature of the fuel cell was varied over the range from
0 to 80 ◦C. The relative humidity of the air and H2 entering the
athode and anode sides of the fuel cell was also varied from
0 to 90%. The flow rate of air was maintained at 1.2 lpm while
hat of hydrogen was fixed at 1.0 lpm for all the measurements
eported here. The external load was varied as a step function so
hat each load setting corresponds to a particular value of the cur-
ent density drawn from the cell. Spectroscopic measurements
ere carried out at each value of the load after allowing the

ell to reach steady state operation. Fig. 11 illustrates the water
artial pressures and temperatures obtained under these condi-
ions using the calibration curves of Figs. 9 and 10. The water
ig. 11. Partial pressure and temperature measurements under steady state oper-
tion at 60 ◦C (Psat = 0.20 atm) and 75 ◦C (Psat = 0.38 atm).
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than 10 s to follow these rapid changes.

Fig. 14 shows similar measurements during the same load
cycle but with a nominal cell temperature of 80 ◦C and an inlet
water partial pressure of 0.19 atm. The dashed line in Fig. 14
Fig. 12. Sample dynamic cycle.

esults in the increased water partial pressure observed. All the
xperimental data collected show a similar increase in partial
ressure with current density similar to the work reported by
asu et al. [22]. Since the temperature of the cell is controlled
y an external heating pad and is allowed to reach steady state
or each operating condition, the steady state temperature pro-
les do not show significant changes as the current is increased
or low currents. At higher currents, the heat production in the
ell is large enough to show a 5–10 ◦C rise in the local gas-phase
emperature.

An error estimate of the results is obtained from the calibra-
ion curve for partial pressure in Fig. 9, where the scatter of the
ata points about the linear fit is about ±5% similar to our mea-
urements with a different laser system [22]. The error in the
emperature measurement, arises from three sources: (1) mea-
urement noise seen as scatter of the experimental data points
bout the linear best fit of Fig. 10, (2) error from the linear inter-
olation of the temperature if the value of the peak intensity
alls in between two calibrated pressure lines, and (3) the ±5%
ncertainty in the measurement of the partial pressure, which in
urn results in an uncertainty in locating the iso-partial pressure
ine for temperature determination. All these sources of error
ombined results in an uncertainty of ±2.5 ◦C in temperature
etermination from the measured data.

.3. Results from dynamic conditions

In addition to temperature recovery, a novel aspect of the cur-
ent work is the extension of measurements of fuel cell gas-phase
roperties to fuel cells undergoing dynamic cycling, which is of
mportance to the automobile industry. Transient gas-phase mea-
urements using non-intrusive laser-based in situ diagnostics
uring a dynamic cycle have not been reported, to our knowl-
dge. The experimental procedure is the same as described in

revious sections, except that the external load on the cell is
aried according to the load schedule recommended by the US
uel Cell Council [27]. The external load sequence, shown in
ig. 12, has a total cycle time of 300 s.

F
c

ig. 13. Partial pressure and temperature measurements for inlet Ps = 0.07 atm,
ell temperature = 60 ◦C (Psat = 0.20 atm) with dynamic cycling.

Measurements of water absorption spectra and the resulting
artial pressures and temperatures were measured just before,
uring the rise, and near the end of each dynamic feature in the
oad cycle. Fig. 13 shows the partial pressure and temperature
rofiles for a fuel cell operating under this dynamic cycle with
he nominal cell temperature of 60 ◦C and inlet water vapor par-
ial pressure in the air stream of 0.07 atm. For these conditions,
he cell temperature does not show significant variation. How-
ver, the water partial pressure is observed to increase during
ach dynamic load feature as more current is drawn. The water
artial pressures measured immediately after the fast rise in each
eature are identical to those measured 10 s later, indicating that
he gas composition follows the electrical loading very rapidly.
ikewise, after each load is removed rapidly, the water partial
ressure returns to the inlet value within 10 s. These measure-
ents show that the time response of the cell is significantly less
ig. 14. Partial pressure and temperature measurements for inlet Ps = 0.19 atm,
ell temperature = 80 ◦C (Psat = 0.47 atm) with dynamic cycling.
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epresents the values of water partial pressure that would be
btained under steady state conditions with the same cell tem-
erature and current based on the measurements of Fig. 11. The
uasi-steady state values are slightly higher than the values mea-
ured under dynamic cycling for low currents. During the last
alf of the dynamic load cycle, when the peak current is higher,
he actual and quasi-steady values are equal within the uncer-
ainty. Thus, the fuel cell reaches a value closer to quasi-steady
onditions when cycling to higher currents. As with the colder
ell measurements, the measurements made 10 s after the fast
all features in the cycle have attained the inlet partial pressure
alues. Thus, for both operating conditions, the time response
f the gas-phase properties are less than 10 s, and in fact must
e much less than 10 s to achieve complete equilibration when
he cell is unloaded. It should be noted that the measurements
eported here are spatially averaged across the channel length
ith a temporal resolution of about 8 s; thus, local and tempo-

al variations from these results with finer resolution cannot be
xcluded.

With the hotter fuel cell operating conditions, the cell temper-
ture noticeably rises during each load cycle feature, as shown
n Fig. 14. While the cell is nominally controlled at 80 ◦C, the
ocal temperature in the gas passage of the bipolar plate rises as
igh as 90 ◦C due to the rapid cycling of the cell from the steady
tate value. The external temperature control cannot follow these
apid changes. The temperature is controlled by a temperature
ontroller whose response time and the time needed for heat
o dissipate and make the cell attain the nominal value is large
ompared to the cell cycling time. Partial pressure on the con-
rary is not controlled by external means. For partial pressure,
t is the chemical kinetics, which is responsible for adjusting to
he dynamic cycling of the external load. Fig. 14 suggests that
he chemical kinetics and water transport is fast enough to reach
early quasi-steady conditions.

. Conclusions

The measurement of partial pressure and temperature during
teady state and dynamic cycle operation of a PEM fuel cell
as demonstrated with a novel diagnostic technique by moni-

oring laser transmission and water absorption through a flow
assage in the bipolar plate. Simulations of water absorptivity
ere utilized to select a laser wavelength that optimized sensi-

ivity to temperature and partial pressure for conditions relevant
o a PEM fuel cell. Calibration measurements in a non-operating
ell were used to validate the model. The new laser system was
pplied to measurements in a steady state cell, similar to previous
ork [22], and was extended to include temperature measure-
ents and measurements of both temperature and water partial

ressure during dynamic fuel cell operation simulating condi-
ions that may occur in automotive applications where power

emand fluctuates. The non-intrusive in situ measurements do
ot disturb the fuel cell operation and indicate that the gas-phase
roperties follow the external loading with a time response of
ess than 10 s. However, the internal temperature in the flow

[
[

ources 159 (2006) 987–994

assages of the bipolar plate are not fully regulated by external
uel cell heating pads and show significant 10 ◦C increase during
ynamic fuel cell operation.
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